In reference [1] , for large scale nonlinear equations   = 0 F X , a new ODE solving method was given. This paper is a continuous work.
Introduction
This work is a continuation of [1] . In [1] we solved a general nonlinear equations by a new ODE method. The numerical results were very encouraging. For instance, a very tough problem: Brown's equation with the dimension can be solved easily by the new method. = 100 N In this paper we turn our attention to a special function
is said to have a gradient structure. This structure comes from seeking a local minimizer in the optimization area: to seek a point = , , ,
It is well known that the conditions and 
The Method
In [1] for initial problem:
a new ODE integration method is as follows: 
minimization problem. This point of view leads to the following topic:
What is the good choice for parameters  and to solve the linear equations:
In order to simplify the writing symbol, we put
e Equ tion (6) now is turned into (7):
re A is a symmetric positive definite matrix and b
For 2N order vector   is a vector.
, the
of th atrix M e method (3) can be expressed by 
Equality (10) is less than unity if and only if
, we have
Re ve ineq writing the abo uality in the form
Thus we complete the proof of the convergence, for any if only < 4 3
The r determin ate of conve ence fo
the spectral radius of matrix M which is defi ned by
We take a guess that
we consider this guess to be very reasonable. The term 
In the E are real and  S . quation (12), we c nsider 1
 to be a function of  and differentiate it:
(notice:
 is a decreasing function of the  .
We now observe the situation in which 1  varies
Fr om 
From the definition of  and (15) * 2 2 1 1  . place Richardson parameter  by step size h in Table 1 .
From Table 1 we can see that the ratio of NFE for theoretical expected values are basically consistent with the real calculation results and the higher the condition number is, the more efficient for our method EPS.
There is another thing need to mention. 
X stands for the optimal solu-. The Gradient function:
The Diagonal of Gradient function   
